In a later paper in Eriu III, pp. 20-28 he returns to the same subject to prove that in the oldest Welsh, äs in Old-Irish, when the verb, following ry, was used relatively, there was mutation of its initial consonant. He Claims rightly that this discovery throws light upon the general development of the Celtic verb; for there is, at least, some ground for believing that this mutation of the initial consonant of the relative verb after ro was a characteristic not only of Old-Irish and of Old-Welsh, but also of Cornish.
The particle ro played a very important part in the earlier history of the whole group of Celtic languages. How significant its role was, has only become evident after careful enquiry, and minute investigation into its functions in Old-Irish. Its chief uses in the earlier stages of that language, äs we know it, are now fairly clear and well established, and they have such a bearing upon the whole complicated Irish verbal System and Irish syntax äs to justify to the füll all the attention hitherto given to the elucidation of those uses. The main features of the results of these investigations may be briefly summarised äs follows:
(1) ro gives to the preterite tense the force of a perfect.
(2) Coupled with the verb, ro enables it to express ability or possibility. (3) It gives to the subjunctive an Optative force. (4) In general Statements, it turns the present into a perfect.
But it was not in Old Irish alone that ro was of importance. The late Professor Strachan while working at the Old Welsh poetry contained in Skene's Four Ancient Books of Wales, and the Myvyrian Archaeology, detected several points of affinity, hitherto unobserved, between the uses of ry in early Welsh and those of ro in Old-Irish. His paper in Eriu II, pp. 215-220 supplies the evidence, and it is perhaps not without interest to point out how completely and diametrically opposed are the uses of ry in Old-Welsh, äs observed by Strachan, to those which obtained in Middle-Welsh. The Grammatica Celtica p. 419, states 'Particula ry in illis quidem libris semper adhaeret verbo ipsi, quare pronomen, si quod infigendum est, praecedit cum particulis aliis a, y, ny'.*) In summing up the usages for early Welsh, Strachan, though he does not refer to the above passage, gives a blank denial to all four points contained in it. He says (1) a pronoun is infixed after ry. (2) ry is not preceded by ydh.
(3) ry is not preceded by the relative particle .. (4) ry is not used after the negative ny.
In a later paper in Eriu III, pp. 20-28 he returns to the same subject to prove that in the oldest Welsh, äs in Old-Irish, when the verb, following ry, was used relatively, there was mutation of its initial consonant. He Claims rightly that this discovery throws light upon the general development of the Celtic verb; for there is, at least, some ground for believing that this mutation of the initial consonant of the relative verb after ro was a characteristic not only of Old-Irish and of Old-Welsh, but also of Cornish.
In the paper already referred to (Eriu II, p. 220) he says: c But while the meanings of ro and ry are similar, the syntactic usage in the two families was not in all respects the same. However, before the Welsh usage can be satisfactorily discussed, it will be necessary to have a thorough investigation of the usage in Cornish'. It was with the object of flnding out exactly what the Cornish usage was that the enquiry, the results of which are contained in this paper, was undertaken. If that enquiry has not been productive of such significant addition to previous knowledge äs might have been desired, it will at least serve some useful purpose, if, after examination of all the available material, it confirms views previously held, based though those were on a comparatively limited number of examples.
2 ) The collection of examples, -it is hoped an exhaustive one, -of the use of re in Cornish may enable other observers to detect usages which have not become clear to the writer.
In Welsh, at an early period, ry was already a disappearing particle: its functions in Middle-Welsh have been shown to have düfered considerably from those of Old-Welsh; while of its earlier use the modern language retains no trace whatever. 1 ) When, therefore, we remember that our oldest extant monument of literary Cornish is the Pascon agan Arluth -'the oldest copy of which is pretty certainly of the fifteenth Century'
2 ) -it can be no matter for surprise to find that the Cornish use of re is much more circumscribed than that of Old-Irish and OldWelsh, preserving, äs these do, a condition of things which prevailed some centuries earlier. Fortunately, however, Cornish was in many respects more conservative than Welsh, and what testimony it supplies with regard to the use of re confirms and corroborates the Old-Welsh usage, äs stated by Strachan, äs against that of Middle-Welsh. As might be expected, the particle is much more common in connection with certain verbs, and in certain expressions than it is in others. It has therefore been deemed simpler, and preferable, to arrange all the examples according to usage rather than according to the texts frorn which they are taken.
3 ) The usage may however admit of finer distinctions, and the instances of further division into subsidiary groups: -thus, all the instances of the use of re with the subjunctive have been grouped together without distinguishing between that use in principal and in subordinate clauses.
It is of course important to bear in mind that the literature frorn which the examples are taken does not all belong to the same stage in the history of the language. Between the Pascon and Ordinalia, (probably contemporary), at the one end, and Jordan's Creation, copied in 1611, at the other, is a span of between one hundred and fiftj 7 , and two hundred years. The Life of MeriaseJc, finished in 1504, comes between. This lapse of time, although it did bring about many other linguistic changes, does not seem to have affected the use of re. The particle is indeed less common in the Creation than in the earlier texts, ») Rhys' Suggestion (Red Book of Bergest, vol. II, p. XXXV) that there are traces of ry in such locutions äs pawb ar a welais has been dealt with at length by Zimmer, Z. C. P. II, pp. 86 ff.
2 ) Norris, Ancient Cornish Drama, vol. II, p. 437. 8 ) In the arrangement of the contents of the paper generally the method is the same äs that adopted by Strachau in his paper on Irish ro-(Transactions of the London Philological Society, : that is, all the examples are first brought together and classified; and such remarks äs will be made upon them are reserved for the latter part. 21* but, so far äs has been observed, no new usages such äs those of Middle Welsh were developed. It was, no doubt, evanescent; and by Lhuyd's day it had so far fallen into desuetude äs to be scarcely recognisable. 
Remarks.
One of the most widely distributed and, therefore, naturally one of the earliest recognised uses of r o-was that of 'nota actionis perfectae'. J ) In general it may be said that r o with the preterite gives to that tense the force of a perfect. But how far its use was essential or dispensable, whether the perfect with r o had or had not a significance peculiarly its own, whether, again, certain verbs which do not take ro, originally denoted perfectivity; äs well äs the question of how it came about that ro took upon itself the function of denoting completed action -these, and other questions, have given rise to much discussion and con-J ) ZE., p. 411. siderable diversity of opinion ranging over a much wider area than that covered by the Celtic languages. Pedersen, for instance, opens bis article') -'Zur Lebre von den Aktionsarten' -with the following words. * Durch die neuesten Entdeckungen auf dem Gebiete der altirischen Grammatik ist die Frage nach der Rolle der Perfektivität in den indogermanischen Sprachen wieder brennend geworden.' The subject, then, opens up a wide field; but with these remoter and more ultimate issues this paper is of much too modest a nature to attempt to deal. 2 ) This example is interesting because it contains the rare form ros äs 3rd Singular Preterite of gul, to do, to make. Norris renders the lines -'My dear beloved heart God made a rose, flower of her sex'. doubtful version', äs he says, 'modified from Pryce'. In his note he states further, 'dew' may be 'come', and ruth ros, 'red rose', or On thy promise', or, we may read, 'God hath given thee.' None of the suggestecl alternatives will, however, meet the case.
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In these examples we have the use of re with the Preterite in the exact sense of the Perfect. -of a deflnite action begun and completed at a certain definite point of time. As will be seen by referring to the complete list, this may be regarded äs the most common use of re in Cornish. But, like ro in Irish, re is not confined to such uses. It was pointed out by Pedersen, (KZ. XXXVII, 219 ff.) that r o in Irish has really nothing to do with the kind of action (aktionsart) denoted by the verb, whether 'punktuel' or cursive, but denotes simply the conclusion, the completion, of an action. It is a perfect particle, but not perfective. The use of the imperfect form en after may th-in the clause following rcbue precludes the possibility of translating my rebue by, / have been, and bue is not the form used for the pluperfect.
The following lines from Meriasek 2152-2157 are part of the outlaw's story to the saint, of how he and bis companions had been scattered by a 'blow of fire' and lightening. me a greys truethek I cried out piteously gueres thymo meryasek Help me Meriasek der henna y fuff sawys By that I was saved ha part am felschyp gena And part of my fellowship with me ran in kerth re ruk jlya Some away did flee ran ny won pythens gyllys Soine I know not where they are gone.
Here the translation given by Stokes seems to be the natural one; although it might also be possible to render re ruk flya by some have fled. From what has been said it is clear that when re-is used with the preterite it gives it, äs a rule, the force of a perfect. How far its use in the Cornish we know, represents its earlier use, it is, of course, impossible to say; but äs already intimated, it was becoming less and less frequent, and its functions more curtailed in the period that elapsed between the composition of the 'Pascon' and the writing of the Kreation'. Later, the rate of decadence was even more rapid, and to such an extent had it proceeded by Lhuyd's day, that the particle would seem to have lost all significance. Under the heading 'Words united and abbreviated in Cornish'. 1 ) Lhuyd gives rum, hath or hast me, Ty rum gruk. Thou hast made me: while äs the preterite of gurehav he gives gurig me, me re urig and me a 'urig, I did or have done. In his past tenses of the regulär verb the particle does not appear at all, unless we are to assume that the form ryguelez, (side by side with mi 'urig guelez), represents the older re welas. Even so, his translation did see, shows that it was no longer the index praeteriti which it formerly had been. The probability is that Lhuyd confounded the particle with the preterite rüg.' 1 } The same process of simplification of the functions of participles, a process approaching to their complete elimination, is a marked feature of modern Welsh. The relative particle survives in the spoken language because it *) Archaeologia Britannica, p. 232. has taken upon itself a novel and peculiar duty to perform. It has virtually became a sign of the perfect. Of this use Anwyl says 1 ): 'So completely has their relative origin (i.e. of t/rand a) sunk into oblivion in the minds of modern Welshmen that α before the aorist may be lengthened and emphasized to form a perfect, e. g. mi α welais, I have seen'. Whether this was also a nsage of spoken Cornish i t is impossible to say. The particle α however is used with the preterite in the sense of the perfect just s often s re, and under precisely similar conditions. The consideration and comparison of a few examples will make this clear. The instances are taken, where possible, from the same text, or from one that is coijtemporary, and with the same verb. Moyses thyso lavara ty a gamwruk yn torma: Moses I will teil thee, thou hast done wrong in this time. re not found after the negative ny: not.
As in old Welsh the particle ry, is not used after the negative w·, 2 ) so also in Cornish. The only case which gives even the appearance of re being used after ny occurs in Meriasek 1038. The passage runs thus: in trevow hag in gonyow ny ren welas sur heb wow annotho covs ny wor den. The lines form part of the speech of the third Torturer on his return from the search after Meriasek, who had, however, been warned by a vision, and was therefore not to be found. Stokes translates, 4 In villages and on downs we have not seen him surely without a lie: of him no one can speak'; and, äs it Stands, the translation certainly conveys the general purport of what the re not used with ydh. Again, after the particle ydh (y), re is never used in Cornish. The example from P. 90 d which seems to be translated äs if it were a case of y + re is somewhat loosely rendered. The stanza is äs follows:
En edhewon yn tredhe a whelas dusteneow rag payne crist ha syndye ny gewsys dhe blegadow Saw war thu y a vynne dre cnvy leverell gow a aus fals y redodhye an purre laddron yn pow.
ί The Jews amongst them sought witnesses, to torture and hurt Christ: they spoke not to (their) wishes. But of God they would through envy utter a lie: of false folks there came the verlest thieves in the country'. Eedodhye is rather the pluperfect form, and y the third person plural pronoun. The last line would, then, seemingly be better rendered thus: 0 false folk! they had come of the verlest thieves in the country. The use of these preverbal particles a and ydh in Cornish is, in general, identical with that of modern Welsh; -y being used before a verb in affirmative sentences when the nominative follows or is omitted; α when the nominative precedes: a Stands for the relative when subject or direct object of the verb, and y when the object is in other oblique cases. Verbs not taking re in the perfect.
In Irish there is a number of verbs, e. g. tanic, he has come, with which ro is not found in the perfect. The number of such verbs may originally have been much larger, but owing to the process of analogy they were gradually brought into line with those taking ro. Similarly in Cornish the preterite gallas, 1 ) he went, -belonging to the same class äs Irish tdnic -never takes re. re with the pluperfect.
The pluperfect is not a common tense in Cornish, and the instances of its use with re are few. As will be seen from the list given (p. 10,11) all the examples quoted (with one exception) are taken from the Pascon agan Arluth. This is the only narrative poem we have, and that fact may perhaps account for its more frequent use of this tense. It has been pointed out already by Thurneysen 2 ) that re can be used or omitted with this new Britannic tense form without any appreciable change of meaning. Two or three of the examples collected above require a few words of explanation. e. g. Scruth own mur s kemercs rag an marthus re weisen s. P. 254 d. re welsens is translated by Stokes simply by 'they saw'. The line forms part of the description of the events which took place on the morning of the Resurrection. 'The three Marys'
3 ) came to Christ's tomb *) The form hyrghys for yrghys after re has already been inentioned. Whether the Λ is of any significance seems very doubtful s we have the form hyrgh after α in P. D. 2923.
There is a doubtful instance in R. 2355 where possibly a g may have been introduced after re. The words are ye regymmy toi ow guen, which might perhaps be rendered: 'mayest thou kiss my anus'. Norris regards the form s being re-g-ymmy from amme to kiss. See Ancient Corn. Drama, vol. II, Additional Note» p. 122. *) KZ. ΧΧΧΥΠ p. 85.
3 ) Stokes translates tyr Marea P.252d and 252a s 'lovely Mary'. It clearly means the three Marys. and found the stone rolled away. Leaning upon the tomb they saw the angel, and 'they knew it not and a shiver of great fear seized them'. If the fear came about through seeing the angel, Stokes translation is the natural one, for they continued to look upon him and afterwards conversed with hira. The meaning, however, is rather that the fear was caused, at least quite äs much, by finding that Christ's body was not in the tomb, and, in that case, we should translate re weisen s by ' they had seen' -strictly in accordance with the pluperfect form, and referring to the whole series of events. Similarly the sentence -Pylat a vynnas scrife proga dampnys rebeeP. 187 b is translated, 'Pilate would write why he (i. e. Christ) was condemned'. According to the poem, Christ had already been crucified when this thought occurred to Pilate. The pluperfect would, therefore, be quite äs natural and grammatically more correct: i. e. why Christ had been condemned. Thurjieysen has remarked that Ebel was wrong in translating cf. rebea den a brys, P. 217 b, by 'is fuisset vir magna pretii'.
1 ) The meaning simply is; the blind soldier had been a man of worth betöre he became blind.
The same tense form is used for secondary preterite with the meaning of would, or would have: but in this modal use re never appears. e. g. gwelas ow map y carsen: I would like to see my son. R. 442. y carsen gwtlas an fvu anotho: I would wish to see the form of him. R. 469. an gwelesta a thyragos a alsesta y aswonfos: If thou shouldst ses him before thee wouldst thou be able to know him. R. 863. 864. galsen y ta: I would be able well. R. 865.
As the pluperfect tense forms themselves are comparatively recent formations the uses of re· with them are, in consequence, also but newer developments due to analogy with the preterite usages. It is therefore natural that re-with these forms should have precisely the same limitations äs when used with the preterite. Thus re is never used with the pluperfect after ny (negative), cf. ef a doys . . gans Crist na vye tregis na bythqueth ef nan guelse: He swore that he had not been staying with Christ: that he had never seen him. P. 85 d. hedhow pan edhys yn mes cleves vyfh nyfk Jcemerse: when thou wentest out today no illness had taken thee. P. 157 d.
After pan, (when), re is not found with the pluperfect. a vernans Crist pan weise kynyver tra marthusy: when he had seen such a nuinber of marvellous things at Christ's death. P. 208b . drc y holon y dheth seth y mab syndis pan weise: through her heart went an arrow when she had seen her son hurt. P. 223 a.
After del (äs). I have noted but two instances of re with the pluperfect. They are -Pedyr sur a omdennas yn urna del rebeghse: Peter surely went out in that hour that he had sinned. P. 86b. hag an dydliglityas maga teJc del relye: and dighted it (the ear) äs fair äs it had been. P. 71 d.
The following are examples of the pluperfect after del without re. thy gour hy a dhan(v}onas a Crist Jcepar del weise: to her hu^band she sent äs she had seen of Christ. P. 123 a.
Iowan y vam a sensy marya crist del arse:
1 ) John took Mary (for) bis mother äs Christ had bidden. P. 199 b.
The pluperfect galse. As g alias is used in the perfect without re, so the pluperfect form galse, in the only instance. I have noted, of its occurrence, is also used without it. rag galse glan dhe worto y woys: For clean from him bis blood had gone. P. 207 b.
The pluperfect is used after ydh without re. öl y leyn yn*) tremense: all bis pain had passed him. P. 258 c.
Of the pluperfect with we have the following example: Jcemmys tra a lavarsa ena y an rebukyas. P. 112 a. Stokes translates 'whatever he said there they rebuked him' and ZE. 'quidquid loquebatur'-both renderings taking ena äs referring to lavarsa. It seems better, however, to read 'Whatsoever He had said (i. e. during the whole period of bis public life) became there, (before the judges), the subject of rebuke'.
The use of re with the indicative is therefore in Cornish much simpler than its use in Old Irish and Old Welsh. In Irish, for instance, under certain conditions, (e. g. in a dependent clause of a general sentence), r o gives to the present indicative the J ) arse for arghse. *) The use of y here äs relative particle, when the subject precedes its verb, is peculiar and certainly contrary to the general rule in Cornish.
force of a perfect. Cf. is in nuall dongniat ho rumaith fora naimtea remib: or is it the cry which they make when their enemies have been routed by them. *) Strachan finds in Old Welsh also, several instances of ry with the present indicative, which he would explain äs perfects in meaning.
2 ) Of such use there are no examples in Cornish, unless the difficult passage in 0. 366 be a case in point. The words are: ow liolon gvaJc dyvotier rum kymmer ha gaivel bös. Norris translates: 'my heart is weak and empty by my taking and having food' -a rendering that is, from every point of view, unsatisfactory. It ignores both the grainmatical difficultes and the context. Adam and Eve have been driven out of Paradise, and the words form part of Adam's lament that he had to go 'through the land without clothes and shelter, wellnigh perishing with cold' etc. With such a context the translation äs given is absurd: it could, indeed, be scarcely anything but absurd under any conceivable circumstances. Norris evidently took gawel to be the same word äs gavel (to have. W. caffael) and Tcymmer äs the infinitive of ferneres (to take. W. cymeryd). Stokes would read rum kymmer hag awel los.' 0 ) comparing awel with eff an geve awell boys: he had a desire for food. P. 10 d and further with Welsh ewyllys, will. He then translates the whole line thus 'through my trouble and desire for food'. This fits in with the context: but the word bymmer, meaning trouble, does not seem to be found elsewhere. Moreover the preposition re is only found in imprecations: e. g. re dev an tas: by God the Father and such 1 phrases äs ru'm leute: by my faith. If we read with Williams 4 ) i and a desire for food hath seized me' we should then have kymmer the regulär 3rd Singular present form used with re in the sense of the perfect. But this too is not without difficulty. Why should the conjunction hag come between the verb and its subject? Again, the form dyvotier is stränge, and the whole passage so difficult that nothing can be based upon it.
Another difficult passage where re (if genuine) would seem to have a quite exceptional use is R. 388. There we read; scon me a re clout ihotho may ro'n mayle war an dor: translated by >) Ml. 51 c9.
2 ) Eriu , p. 218. Norris, 'soon I will give him a clout that shall wrap him to the earth'. There are several difficulties here. In the first place re is not found elsewhere after the conjunction may.
1 ) Again mayle is the infinitive form, and the particle re only appears äs ro before the infixed pronouns of the first and second persons Singular. Before the third Singular it is always re. These facts seem to justify us in doubting whether we have here a genuine case of the use of re. Can it be that may ro Stands for may fo, when we should read, I will give him a blow so that he be rolling on the earth?
In Irish and Welsh ro can be used to express possibility. But of this use which seems to have been common to the two families, Cornish has no trace. Nor has it any new formations such äs the Middle Welsh use of ry with the verb-noun forming a kind of perfect infinitive: e. g. gwedy rygysgu ohonatv: after he had slept. Nor again is it used with the future äs in Welsh.
)
He with the subjunctive. As with the indicative, so also with the subjunctive, the use of re is, in Cornish, much simpler than in the sister languages. Strachan has dwelt upon the great significance of the use of ro with the subjunctive in Irish. With the preterite indicative, perfectivity can be expressed with or without ro\ but ' whether ro be present or absent the force of the tense is the same. If we had only these indicative tenses to reason frorn it would be difficult to reconstruct its life history. Fortunately ro is also found in the subjunctive mood, and with this difference, that here in the same verb, subjunctive forms are found both with and without ro and that a difference of meaning is sometimes clearly appreciable.' It has long been pointed out that in particular cases ro gives to the present and imperfect subjunctive the force of the Latin future perfect and a pluperfect subjunctive.
In Cornish however re with the subjunctive is strictly confined to the expression of wish in positive sentences. The very large number of instances of the stereotyped form, predicative -f-reby or rebo, is a fair index to its use with this mood.
*) This ig the same äs saying that re is not found after ydh: for mayth = ma 4-ydh. In negative wish sentences after na äs already pointed out by Thurneysen re is not found in Cornish. He quotes: na allons caffus cheson the wruthyl crothval: may they not be able to find cause to make complaint. 0.1835. Cf. also: vynytha na effo coul: may he never drink broth. P. D. 1619.
After byner*) however re is found. Frut da byner re dhoco: may it never produce good fruit. 0.583. l ene r re gcffy the con: never mayest thou have thy supper. Mer. 1020. ny reys thyn fors py ftiellen rag bener re thewellen: needs not for us to care where we go, for never may we return. Mer. 3439. In the following instance vyner is translated 'always' by Norris: saw vyner re thewelly genes me a wra pysy: but always that thou rnayest return I will pray with thee. 0.2196. The words form part of Bathsheba's farewell to Uriah before his departure for the war and she could scarcely teil him, to his face, that she wished him never to return.
Another point in connection with the Cornish use of re remains to be noticed. It is now well established, äs already *) Williams is probably right in reyarding the word äs a compound similar to W. beunydd < *bebnnydd -every day. Hence the meaningevery hour. ZE. however connects with byth -unquam. mentioned, that ro in Irish when Standing before a relative verb (with no intervening relative particle) causes aspiration of the initial consonant of that verb. Near the close of bis paper on Irish ro Strachan says: 'If statistics are worth anything it is impossible to avoid the conclusion, from which, I confess, I at first shrank that the rule in these glosses is, that in relative forms, where no relative particle was introduced, there was aspiration, in non-relative forms there was no aspiration'. Subsequently in Eriu , 20-28 he has made it clear that the same rule obtained in Early Welsh.
Can the same be said of Cornish? Before attempting an answer it should be remarked that in Cornish, äs in the earlier periods of Irish and Welsh, the committing to writing of the initial mutations was very erratic. In this respect Cornish is no better, if it be not even worse, than the others. But when the mutation is actually recorded, even though it be rare, its weight äs evidence bearing upon the practice of the spoken language is great äs against those cases, which may be far more numerous, where the mutation is not written. Hitherto it has been generally believed that the particle re in Cornish uniformly, causes the initial consonant of the following word to pass into what is known äs the second stage, i.e. re is followed by lenation. On examining the collection of examples given above it will be seen that, by far the larger proportion have the lenated forms after re, especially of those cases where re is used with the preterite. But with regard to them it should be noticed that almost all such examples are of the form, subject (mostly pronouns) -f re + verb. The verb is nearly always in the third Singular. It has been shown too that frequently Stands in the place of re under such circumstances. In these cases the verb is indubitably relative and the lenation after re is in accord with the practice of the other languages.
But, it may be asked, is it not a fact that re always lenates in Cornish irrespective of the verb being used relatively? To give a deflnite unqualified answer either way is not easy, äs will be seen after consideration of the instances where the unlenated forms occur. Leaving out, for the moment, the verb Substantive, these instances occur: From P. (three instances 1304, 1364, 1490, 1495, 1568, 1845, 2142, 3056, 3356, 3719, 3726, 3734, 3570, 4010, 4187, 4551 . The examples of re with the present subjunctive of the verb Substantive in wish sentences have already been given on pp. 14,15. As they are all unlenated (with two possible exceptions in Mer. 3761, 3888) it is needless to repeat them here. It should be remembered that the second Singular re by is never used relatively, while the third Singular re bo is, in some cases, relative and in others clearly non-relative. The subjunctive forms of the verb Substantive, then, are always unlenated -whether the verb be relative or not. This is so in the older texts -the Ordinalia -äs well äs in the Meriasek. In the latter text, äs already noted, there are two doubtful instances: otherwise it is in every instance unlenated. The subjunctive forms differ from the preterite indicative in this respect: the latter, although unlenated in the earlier texts, have the lenated form in Meriasek.
Thus it is the verb 'to be' which forms the great exception to what would otherwise seem to have been the universal rule in Cornish of lenation after re. The question naturally arises: -Why should it be so? More especially in wish sentences, which are of so frequent occurrence, how came it about that lenation was never recorded if it was in use in the spoken language? Have we here a trace of the non-relative verb in Cornish, äs in the sister languages, remaining unlenated? The second Singular by must always be non-relative, can it then be that the unlenated third Singular forms, even in relative use, have been generalised from the second Singular? In this connection it would perhaps be äs well to make a few further remarks upon tlie great similarity of function between the particles and re in Cornish. It is already known that a, when it is the subject of the verb, is always followed by the third Singular form of the verb, often referred to by Breton and Cornish grammarians äs the impersonal form: when it is the object, it is of course followed by the personal form: e. g. an corf a worsyn yn leih: the body (which) we have put in the grave. Similarly re is, äs a rule, followed by the third Singular: but it takes the personal form after it in circumstances identical with those in which a would be the object. cf. lemyn an toi re wrussens: but the hole which they had made. One reason for dwelling upon this similarity of function between and re is that it is not without a wider interest in view of the theories put forward to account for the mutation after ro with relative verbs in Old Irish. No quite satisfactory explanation has äs yet been offered. Strachan, for instance, asks 'Why should there be this difference between the two sets of forms? Was the r o more strongly emphasized? Did it form more of a unity with the verb in the relative forms?' To support the Suggestion that that the mutation was due to emphasis, he compares the usage in compound verbs whereby in relative sentences the enclitic form of the verb is permitted. Pedersen however (KZ. XXXV, 361) suggests another explanationnamely, that before the relative forms (between the prepositions and the verb) there may have been an infixed pronominal element Standing in the relation of subject or direct object to the verb, and that the mutation was brought about by the action of this infixed element.
This theory, from the Cornish point of view, is at first sight at least very tempting: the phenomena connected with re in that language become all the more difficult to explain if some such theory be not adopted. How, for instance, are we to account for re being used with the third Singular form of the preterite of relative verbs to the almost complete exclusion of other forms ? and further, if the personal form of the verb is used, how came it to be under precisely the same conditions äs when would be the object and therefore also followed by the personal form? If it were assumed for the purposes of Cornish, that the infixed pronominal element suggested by Pedersen was the relative particle a (re and a are never found thogether), we should have immediately to band an explanation of the general use of the third Singular verb (except when would be the object), äs well äs of the lenation. The use of the personal form by after re would exclude the possibility of being infixed, and therefore according to the theory there would be no lenation. The unlenated forms of the relative verb in wishes might then be regarded (äs already intimated) äs having been generalised from those cases where a could not possibly have been present.
In P. 246 b we have one of the few cases of the non-relative personal verb öfter re, which are not in wish sentences. The words are: g ans an Imyn r eben tullys: by a dream we have been deceived. Here we have no lenation. Unfortunately, however, such value äs it might possess is considerably counterbalanced by the fact that the preterite forms of the verb Substantive are not under any circumstances -relative or nonrelative -lenated in the text from which it is taken. There can be no doubt that there was lenation of the preterite of the verb Substantive after re in relative use. The Meriasek forms supply abundant proof of that, and where relative bue is written for vue, in the older text, it is only one other case of the lenation not being recorded. On the other band four of the instances of rebue (rebee) quoted above are non-relative and their being unlenated would be in complete accord with the theory under discussion.
Of re with the personal form of the preterite of verbs other than the verb Substantive in relative use I have but one example: pos re teulseugh agas dun. R. 523. Norris seems to have been in some uncertainty äs to how to render it. The translation he actually gives is 'heavily have ye darkened your senses'. In his note he adds "Price gives this 'But cast off your complaint' -not a word of which is in the whole line'. The meaning is clearly 'you have slept soundly, but I cannot justify my version. Clun is an unknown word". Williams gives 'heavily have ye thrown down your haunches'; -comparing dun with the Welsh dun, a thigh. There can be but little doubt that he is right. In North Wales 'rhoi dun iddi' is familiarly used for to rest. 1 ) Here again we have the unlenated form of the personal verb where could not have been infixed, and so far, it confirms the theory. But this verb, too, is paralleled in not having lenation in the only other instance of its use after re, where, moreover, it is clearly relative. Cf. me re teulys R. 2271. So much then can be said in favour of accepting the theory. But the evidence in support of the view that the personal forms of the verb after re were unlenated is so extremely meagre and the writing generally so unreliable that in spite of its apparent plaisibility, it can at best command but a hesitating assent coupled with considerable misgiving. In the last resort it would have to be based upon the unlenated forms of the verb Substantive. There are indeed certain facts which teil directly against it. We have, for instance, the personal forms of the verb in nonrelative use after byner, and here in each case lenation is found. The examples are: bener re geffy the con. Mer. 1020. rag bener re thewellen. Mer. 3439. saw vyner re dhewelly. 0.2196. Irut da byner re dhocco. 0.583. Then in Mer. 3798 occurrs, 'Maria revue relogh in the gever\ which Stokes translated -'Mary I have been overlax regarding thee'; -another example of the personal form of the verb in non-relative use, but with initial mutation. It would seem to be true of the Meriasek that (with the exception of the second Singular subjunctive) there was always lenation after re. It even has two possible cases of lenated bo.
Moreover if the theory of an infixed were adopted for Cornish to explain the use of the third Singular verb and the mutation after re, it would be robbed of a considerable part of its value if it were not applicable to the other Celtic languages äs well. We should expect confirmatory evidence from other sources. What, for instance, has Old Welsh to say ? Now, with regard to the use of the verb after a (äs subject) Breton agrees with Cornish in having only the third singular. Old Irish, although the Britannic a is not used, has only the third singular or third plural in sentences of the form -subject + relative verb, i. e. the verb does not necessarily agree in person with the subject. Written Welsh, on the other band, at an early date made the verb agree in number and person with the logical subject rather than with a. The different languages are not at one in this matter. But äs between Cornish and Breton on the one band, and Welsh on the other, there would seem to be no doubt that the former represent the older usage of the Britannic group in having with the third Singular only. In the oldest Welsh the third Singular after is still by far the more commoii. Witness the frequent expression gwyr a aeth in the Gododin and such lines äs gwyr ae dilynei -men followed him, 1.14l;
Tryclian mcirch a gryssyws ganthud: three hundred horses did with them hasten, 1.409. 1 ) But even in the same poems we find gwyr a gryssyassant, 1. 330, 340.0 If then from the Cornish standpoint we were tempted to regard äs having been originally a relative of the third Singular, we must not ignore such instances äs the above of the third plural in Old Welsh, nor, the Old Irish usage.
Nevertheless one of the most interesting results of Strachan's investigations into the use of rhy in Old Welsh is the discovery that rhy and the relative particle a are not found together. In this matter Old Welsh agrees with Cornish and in view of our theory a natural question to ask is, whether it agrees further in having the third Singular after rhy. Where an infixed (äs subject) might be assumed the instances of relative verbs after rhy collected by Strachan afford some material for investigation and comparison. In the Book of Taliesin (Skene II, p. 129, 1.7) we have a theyrned dews rygedwys eu ffyd: and the kings of God who have kept their faith. This example is exactly parallel with the Cornish usage; but, so far äs I have been able to discover, it is the only instance. On the other band in the line a gwyr nwyihon ry gollesyn: and the men of Nwython lost the day (Gododin, Skene's ed. 1. 751) the verb is in the plural. Many of the instances do not, for various reasons, affect the issue. Some are passive forms, some are used according to the newer development in Welsh of having prefixed to rhy, while many would have a äs object, and therefore followed by the personal verb. The Old Welsh evidence then is contradictory. We have one clear case where it agrees with Cornish, and several where it disagrees. Taking all the circumstances into ') The references are to the lines in Stephens' Gododin puhlished by the Cymmrodorion Society. consideration, after due regard has been paid to what may be said for the theory of an infixed element after re and what may be said against it, it is only possible with the available evidence, to give a verdict of 'not proven'.
Briefly recapitulated, the main features of the use of re in Cornish are
(1) Optional with the preterite to denote completed action. Likewise its use with the pluperfect is optional. (2) In wish sentences its use is obligatory: even in negative wish sentences after byner. After na only is it not used. (3) Lenation generally follows. The greatest number of exceptions occur in the various forms of the verb Substantive.
Ordinalia
